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WARNTNG: cHAIN SAwS cAN BE DANGERoUS. To REDUcE
DANGER FOLLOW ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
IN THIS OWNER'S MANUAL.

IilIPORTANT: UNDERSTAND THE DANGERS oFKIGKBAGK
Fr.LLy BEFORE OPERAT|NG (SEE pAcE 3).
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cut wood-Do lT RIGHT!

o Before you start thb engine, make sure
the saw chain is not contacting anything.

o Shut off the engine before setting down
the saw. Do not leave the engine running
unattended.

o Operate the chain saw only in wellventi-
lated areas.

o Be sure that the chain stops moving when
the throttle control is released.

BASIC PRECAUTIONS
IN CUTTING/WORK AREA
o Do not operate a chain saw in a tree un-

less you have been specif ically trained to
do so.

o Keep bystanders and animals out of the
work area.

' o Never start cutting until you have a clear
work area, secure footing, and a planned
retreat path from the falling tree.

o Use extreme caution when cutting small
size brush and saplings, because slender
material may catch the saw chain and be
whipped toward you o{ pull you off
balance.

o When cutting a limb that is undertension,
be alert for springback so that you will
not be struck when the tension in the
wood fibers is released.

BASIC PRECAUTIONS
ABOUT MAINTENANCE
o Never operate a chain saw that is dam-

aged, improperly adjusted, or is not
completely and securely assembled. Be
sure that the saw chain stops moving
when the throttle control trigger is
released.

o All chain saw service, other than items in
the Owner's Manual maintenance in-
structions, should be performed by com-
petent chain saw service personnel. (lf
improper tools are used to remove the
f lywheel or clutch, or if an improper tool
is used to hold the flywheel in order to
remove the clutch, structural damage to
the flywheel could occur which could
subsequently cause the f lywheel to
burst.)
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR CHAIN SAW USERS
When you are going to

BASIC PRECAUTIONS
FOR PERSONAL SAFETY
o Use safety footwear, snug-fitting cloth-

ing, and eye, hearing and head protection.
r Wear non-slip gloves to improve your

grip. Do not wear scarfs, jewelry, or
neckties which could be drawn into the
engine or catch on the chain or under-
brush.

o Always hold the chain saw with both
hands when the engine is running. Use a
firm grip with thumbs and fingers encir-
cling the chain saw handles.

o GUARD AGAINST KICKBACK:
a) Hold the chain saw firmly with both

hands. Don't overreach. You cannot
maintain good control of the saw if
you cut above shoulder height.

b) Don't let the nose of the guide bar
contact a log, branch, the ground or
any other obstruction.

c) Cut at high engine speeds.
d) Keep the chain sharp. Don't operate

with a loose chain, Maintain the cor-
rect tension of the chain as prescribed
in this Owner's Manual.

o Guard against the effects of a long or
continuous exposure to noise, such as
involved in the operation of a chain saw.
Hearing protection devices are available
from your local Homelite dealer.

e Never operate a chain saw when you are
fatigued.

o Keep all parts of your body away f rom the
saw chain when the engine is running.

BASIC PRECAUTIONS WITH CHAIN SAWS
o Always caffy the chain saw with the

engine stopped, the guide bar and saw
chain to the rear, and the muffler away
f rom your body. When transporting your
chain saw, use the appropriate guide bar
scabbard.

o Always use caution when handling fuel.
Move the chain saw at least 10 feet (3 m)
f rom the fueling point before starting the
engine.

o Keep the handles dry, clean and free of
oil or fuel mixture.



INTRODUCTION

KIGKBAGK, PUSH, AND PULL il,il'LJiT.1',""i,T:,i".

WARNING
d Also read the instructions which came withv :f5""11 ,"ffi Ji;lli:llffi-r"3,""ii,:*",y"i
chain saw kickback by using the SAFEoTeTIP device. But
remember, that for the lew types of cuts where a
SAFE.T.TIP device cannot be used, you should use the
techniques described in this Owner's Manual.

WHAT ARE THE REACTION FORCES?
ln the operation of a chain saw, engine torque is transfer-
red to the chain. This energy is then used to cut wood.
But to every force (action) there is always a reaction force
in the opposite direction. Thus if the chain contacts wood
or any other obstruction where the chain is moving away
from the operator, the operator will feel the saw being
pushed toward him. And when the work contact is made
on the underside of the bar where the chain is moving
toward the operator, the person will feel the saw being
pulled away from him.

KICKBACK is another reaction, the most dangerous
of these reactive forces. lt occurs only when solid con-
tact with the moving chain is made at the upper quadrant
of the bar nose. A violent kickback will occur any time the
chain hits a solid object (or takes too large a cut) while
rounding this top quadrant of the bar nose. For the instant
that the chain is stopped cold, the engine drives the
guide bar to rotate inside the chain loop. This results in a
pinwheeling rotation of the chain, the saw, and the bar
during which the bar nose kicks back in an arc towards
the operator. This is KICKBACK the most dangerous of
the reactions which can cause loss of control. When prop-
erly installed on a saw, a SAFEoToTIP anti-kickback
device prevents kickback. But it is not a general in-
surance against "accidents" with a chain saw.

MOST DANGEROUS
KICKBACK ZONE

CONTACT
WITH SOLID
OBJECT

<!<_<_?
SAFE.T.TIP DEVICE PREVENTS CONTACT WITH

Kickback Reaction ZonesSOLID OBJECT

THE SAFE.T.TIP DEVICE DOES NOT PREVENT OR
REDUCE PUSH AND PULL REACTION.

Push and Pull Reactions

Potential Kickback Situation

*Pat. Pending



KICKBACK

Situations Known to

WHEN NOSE STRIKES IF NOSE OF SAW HITS BOTTOM OF SAW CUT
ANY SOLID OBJECT WHEN REINSERTED INTO PREVIOUS CUT

Cause Saw to Kick Back Towards Operator

HOW SHOULD YOU MAINTAIN
CONTROL OF THE SAW?

1. First of all, you must keep thefront handlebardiameter
in the webbing between the thumb and index f inger of
your left hand. This grip helps maintain control of the
saw and limits the possibility that your hand willcome
in contact with the chain. See the illustrations of the
correct and incorrect grips,
Do not use a "Monkey Grip" (thumb on top of
handlebar) because your hand can slip.
Don't forget to wear your gloves.

2. Hold the front handlebar close to the balance point of
the saw (or where you can best oppose and absorb the
push, pull and kickback forces of the saw without
having it twist out of your grip).
Do not reverse right and left hand positions on the
saw handles.

3. Get a good grip on the rear handle.
4. Maintain your balance on both feet, and do not reach

above chest height with the saw engrne, or reach so
far forward that you could be drawn off balance by
the saw's reactions,

5, Stand a bit to one side so that no point of your body is

behind the chain line (in the line the saw wili ta<e i :
kicks back).

HOW SHOULD YOI., REDUCE THE
CHANGE OF KICKBACK?

1. Avoid letting the nose section of the saw contact any
object. Note: A SAFEoT"TIP@ anti-kickback device,
when properly installed on the bar nose, will prevent
kickback.

2. Avoid use of the nose section of the saw f or cutting. Cut
well back on the straight section of the bar.

3. Be sure to keep your chain sharp and properly ten-
sioned on the saw, because a ioose or dull chain is apt
to increase the chance of kickback.

4. Use extreme caution when cutting brush, hedges and
other "whippy" material. Unless the saw has a properly
installed SAFEoTTTIP device, cut only one piece at a
time and make sure that the nose of the saw stays in
the clear.

5. Never bore with the nose section of the saw unless you
absolutely have to, lf you really musl make a boring cut
with the nose, f ollow our instructions on page 13 for
minimum risk of kickback.

CHAIN
LINE

BODY ENTIRELY
TO ONE SIDE
OF CHAIN LINEIItt1lt

1
I

STRONG LEFT
ARM AND
ELBOW
POSITION FOR
GOOD
CONTROL

THUMB ON
UNDER
SIDE OF /?

OPERATOR
STANDING
DIRECTLY IN
LINE WITH
SAW

I-lae 68,:TqF
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Facts About XL'-2 and Super 2 Chain Saws
We strongly urge you to read the entire contents of this
Owner's Manual even before you begin to assemble the
unit. The Manual tells you how to operate and maintain
your saw correctly, and how to make emergency repairs
to your XL-2 or Super-2 chain saw. Proper preparation
and maintenance go hand in hand with the satisfactory
performance of your saw, so don't wait until something
goes wrong with the saw to find out how to care for it.
The XL-2 has a 1.6 cubic inch (26.2cc) engine and is avail-
able with a choice of 12-inch or 14-inch capacity guide bar
and chain. The Super 2 has a larger (1 .9 cubic inch-
31.14cc) engine and is, therefore, available with a choice
of 14-inch or 16-inch capacity bar and chain. Otherwise
the XL-2 and Super 2 saws are virtually ldenticai in con-
struction.

NOTICE
Model XL.2 and Super 2 chain saws are designed for
operation using conventional guide bars only. Do not at.
tempt to adapt the engine lor use with a bow guide, or as
a power head for any equipment other than guide bar
and saw chains designed by Homelite for these models.

PROTECTION AGAINST VIBRATION
The chain saw models discussed in this Owner's Manual
are not equipped with vibration reduction features and,
accordingly, are intended for occasional use only.
It has been determined ihat certain individuals, after long
periods of exposure to chain saw vibration possibly
coupled with exposure to cold weather, experience a
restriction of blood circulation through the f ingers which
often has the appearance of Frostbite. This reduction of
the blood supply may result in an ailment sometimes
referred lo as Raynaud's Disease, the exact causes of
which are presently unknown. Permanent damage may
result when early symptoms are ignored.

There are certain measures which can be taken to mini-
mize the risk of this ailmeni. These are as follows:
1. Wear gloves to keep the hands and wrists warm.
2. Keep the chain sharp so that you do not have

to bear down hard while cutting.
3. Limit your use of the saw to short and occasional

periods.
4. After each period of use, exercise to restore normal

blood circulation.

HEARING PROTECTORS
Long or continuous exposure to high noise levels, such
as involved in the operation of a chain saw, may cause
permanent hearing impairment or other possible effects.
Hearing protection devices are available from your
Homelite dealer or can be ordered through him. When
ordering, specify "Homelite Hearing Protectors #92810."

SPARK ARRESTOR
Your saw has a spark arrestor screen built into the muff ler
and a temperature screen integral with the exhaust cap.
ln certain states where the law requires use of a spark
arrestor, it also requires the owner/operator to keep a
spark arrestor in good condition (intact) in the exhaust
system at all times. The spark arrestor is a very fine
stainless steel mesh. Thus it is subject to warping,
cracking and burning out. Replacement spark arrestor
screens are available in blister packs as #D-93991,
or in kit form as #A-69586-8.

ATTACHMENTS AND DEVICES
Should any attachments, cutting devices, or new con-
figuration guide bars be developed and offered for your
chain saw model, they will be listed forthwith in Homelite
sales literature. Up-to-date information can be obtained
by contacting our Manager of Customer Relations (at the
address printed on back cover).

HAND GUARD
Your saw has a hand guard designed to protect your left
hand from the chain in the event you should lose control
of the saw. The hand guard is an important safety device
which should not be removed from your saw. See the in-
structions and pictures (on page 4) which show you how
to maintain control of your saw.

SAFE.T.TIP@ Anti-Kickback Device
This Homeliteo anti-kickback device is supplied with
your XL-2 or Super 2 at no extra charge. The instruction
booklet packed with the SAFE.T.TIP device tells you
how to install it properly on your guide bar, and how to
operate with a SAFEoToTIP device. When properly instal.
led, the device prevents chain saw kickback, because it
covers the chain at the upper 90" quadrant of the guide
bar nose where kickback reaction could occur.



YOUR PHYSICAL CONDITION
Work relaxed but stay alert. Take a break f rom work when-
ever you begin to tire. Never operate when tired or under
the influence of alcohol or any drugs which may affect
your balance, coordination or judgement. lf you have any

serious ailments such as a heart condition, check with
your doctor before doing any strenuous Iifting, reaching,
pushing, chopping, shoveling, etc. Always do any lifting
job with your leg muscles, not your back.

ffiffiffiWffiffiM S*PREPARING YOUR NEW SAW

GUIDE BAR AND CHAIN ASSEMBLY
IMPORTANT:

Wear gloves for protection against the sharp teeth when-
ever you are working on the saw chain.

TURN SAW OVER SO
SPROCKET !S ON TOP SIDE

2-z MOUNTING NUT

1- FLAT WASHER
ARROW STAMPED
"FRONT' IN GUIDE
BAR MOUNTING
PLATE SHOULD BE
TOWARD NOSE OF
GUIDE BAR

CHAIN TENSION
ADJUSTING SCREW

ADJUSTING PIN

Throw the switch into the "STOP" position to insure
that the engine will not start while you are working on
the saw.

Although not illustrated here, the SAFEoT.TIP@ anti-
kickback device may be assembled on the guide bar
at this stage, or you may wait until the last step.
Follow SAFE.T.TIP instruction booklet.
Place engine on work surface so guide bar mounting
pad and sprocket are face up. Turn tension adjusting
screw until adjusting pin is at rear of slot in mount-
ing pad.

Check that the bar is llush against the mounting pad.
Check that the pin fits cleanly into the slot - Hold bar
in the flush position and put the guidq bar plate, flat
washer and mounting nut back onto the saw.

Check that the bar and pins are still in place. Then turn
down the nut with a wrench until the bar is quite snug

FIXED PIN

o.

MOUNTING SLOT

PULL UP LOOP OF
CHAIN (TO BE FITTED
ONTO THE SPROCKET)

TENSION ADJUSTING PIN

TENSION ADJUSTING SCREW

HOOK CHAIN OVER
AND ONTO SPROCKET

2.

the engrne

FROM BAR NOSE

Unpack bar and chain. Straighten any kinks rn the
chain and lay it out in a loop. Cutting edges should face
in direction of chain rotation which is from bar nose
toward sp,rocket along bottom edge of bar.

Put the chain tangs into the bar groove and pull the
chain so there is a loop at mounting end of bar. Holding
chain in place on bar, hook the loop over and onto the
chain drive sprocket. Fit the bar into place so that the
f ixed pin and the mounting stud and the tension pin fit
into the long mounting slot of the bar.

against the pad (and adjusting pin cannot come out of
the slot). Leave the bar f ree enough to slide when the
tension ad.justing screw is turned.

9. Turn the tension adjusting screw clockwise to move
the bar away from the sprocket. Keep turning until
nearly all ol the chain slack is taken up. Turn saw to the
right-side-up position before adjusting the chain
tension.

$,13 "JLXiillR 
I N c R E A s E

CHAIN TENSION
1. Proper tension is extremely important. The mounting

nut should be loose enough to permit movement of the
guide bar tension adjustment. Hold up the nose of the
bar during the adjustment steps and untilthe mounting
nut has been tightened completely. This will take up
any clearance between the bar mounting slot and the
mounting pins in the direction in which pressure is
most often applied during cutting.

Remove the mounting nut and
guide bar mounting plate from

flat washer, and the
the mounting pad of

5.

6.

TURN SWITCH
TO "STOP"



2. "Snap" the chain to
from bar and let go

remove any kinks (pull chain away
several times).

Proper coid tension : As tight as possible without causing
binding. Chain tie-straps lhoutd remain in 

"onir.t *itnoar atong bottom rails.

b) A warm chain should not be adjusted to the same
tension as a cold chain. When chain is warm adjust
to where the clearance between the tie_straps and
bar rar ls at bottom, center of bar is about,/e,, (i,2mm)
or to half the depth of the tangs (see ,,proper 

Warm
Chain Tension" illustration).

CAREFUL: Upon cooling, the chain may become toolight on the bar. Before next use, the tension should
always be adjusted lor proper ,,cold lension,, after it
has cooled.

5. A chain will get too hot if it is underoiled, improperly
sharpened or dull, or if you are cutting hard, seasoned
wood. Make it a habit to know whether your charn is ingood cutting condition and rs getting enough lubrr_
cation. An underoiled chain wiil get io not that thejoints will stiffen and the chain will then bind on the bar.
lf this occurs let bar and chain cool, then remove them.
Clean all sawdust f rom the guide bar mounting pad and
clutch area of the engine. Clean out the oil d'ischarge
hole in the guide bar pad, and all the sawdust f rom theguide bar. Reassemble and tension the chain on the
saw. Fili the chain oiler with oil. Start up and run the en_
gine for 30 seconds at full throtile. Shut off the engine
and examine the chain drive links and joints. T:hey
should appear moist with oil. lf dry, have the saw
checked by your dealer.

CHAIN OIL AND THE OIL PUMP
1 The chain oil and f uel mix tanks are identif ied in raised

letters on the left side of the saw. The f uel cap is RED.
The chain oilcap is BLACK. Be sure to fillthe chain oil
tank with oil every time yqu f uel the saw, but always be_

Adjustment of warm chain: Tighten until tangs move
halfway up into bar groove. Cneif tension altei bar has
cooled, because onp a cool chain can be tensioned
accurately.

3. Because steel expands as its temperature rises, you
will be concerned with two conditions.
a) The first is "cold tension,,. When first mounted on

the bar. the chain is cool and should be,,snug,,or
taut - As much tension as possible without -your
feeling any binding as you pull the chain along the
bar by hand. We call this setting ,,cold tensron.,iyou
should not see any clearance between the tie_straps
and the bar rails along the bottom of the bar. Tighten
the mounting nut to lock the assembly at this ten_
sion. Now you are ready to fill the saw with chain
oil and fuel and make some cuts.

b) The second condition is,'warm tension.,,As you op_
erate the saw, the chain will heat up and expand,
developing "droop" (too litile tension). Operating
wrth a drooping chain is damaging to the chain, bar
and engine. lt is also dangerous to cut with a droop_
ing chain which can catch in the wood and pullor
throw you. When wearing in a new chain and bar,
you should stop to adjust the tension aftereach four
or f ive cuts for the f irst tankf ul of f uel consumed.
During this period, the droop will be due partly to
warming of the steel and parily to loosening of the
chain joints. After the joints are worn rn, the chain
will stretch f rom heat, but will return to the original
tension when it has cooled.

4. Any time the chain droops to where the chain tangs
hang out or almost out the bar groove (as illustratedln
picture labeled "excessive droop") you must shut off
the engine immediately and do the iollowing:
a) Take off your glove and feel the chain. lf you cannot

hold chain in your fingers wrthout discomfort while
countrng to 20, the chain is too hot to adjust accu_
ralely lf you try to adjust an overheated chain, you
will fail because the chain will be contracting ,ap,Oty
as you proceed. Let the chaln cool to where you can
hold it comfortably before making the adjustment.

low the check valve

CHAIN OIL
PRESSURE LINE
AND CHECK VALVE

NOTE: The saw chain
the area of the

should appear moist with oil in
connecting links.

NOTE: Constanl jiggling in a vehicle, or upside-down
storage ol a saw havinE a lull tank ol chain oil,
can force oil back through the oil pressure line
into the cylinder. This oil may lock the enEine
hydraulically, preventing cranking. To aioid
this occurance, be sure to fill the oil tank only to
just below the oil pressure line and check vaive.
This assembly can be seen in the neck of the oil
tank. Whenever the engine refuses to turn over,
remove the spark plug to break the hydraulic
lock. Then crank lhe engine several iimes to
dispel the oil._Clean the spark plug thoroughly
before you reinstall it.
Wipe down the saw if any oil or f uel is spilled on
it. Keep the saw handles clean.

2. Type of oil:
HOMELITE@ bar and chain oil should be used just as it
comes f rom the containers, as it is formulated with ,,vis_

cosity improvers" which render it free-flowing even at
below zero temperatures. lt has the propertybt cting_
ing to the chain to minimize ,,throw-ofi,,.

Any brand of clean motor oil including reprocessed oil
may be used as a substitute chain oii. However, in ex-
tremely cold weather, SAE 30 weight oil should be
diluted in the proportion of 1 part kerosene to 4 parts of
oil to restore f ree-f lowing properties. Never use dirty oil
or used oil in the charn oiler system as it may damage
the oil pump.

EXCESSIVE OROOP



FUELING THE SAW
WARNING

This luel tank may be under pressure.Remove cap slowly.
1. The red plastic f uel mix cap at the top of the saw is iden-

tif ied in raised letters. During f ueling, take care that no
sawdust ordirt enterthe tank. Do not spill f uel.

CAUTION
Select bare ground for fueling. Do not smoke or bring any
f ire or llame near the fuel. Move at least 't0 feet (3 mi frorn
fueling spot belore startinE engine.
2. Fuel to use: This 2-cycle engine is lubricated by oil

mixed with gasoline. Use only oils and gasolines re-
commended in this manual. The amount of oil required
per gallon of gasoline depends on the type of oil used.
Always keep f uel in clean f uel cans. Do not keep f uel in
glass containers (which can break or explode) or in
plastic jugs (other than those specif ically designed for
gasoline storage).
a) Acceptable 2-Cycle Engine Oils;

HOMELITE@ 32:1 Engine Oil, in ratio of one part oil
to 32 parts gasoline (1/2 pint can per 2 U.S. gallons
of gasoline or 3% oil).
HOMELITE@ 16:1 Engine Oil in ratio of one part oil
to 16 parts gasoline (1/2 pint can per U.S. gallon of
gasoline or 60lo oil).
lf neither of these Homelite@ Oils is available, use
any engine oil designated for 2-cycle air-cooled
engines in ratio of 16:1 only, as stated above. For
best performance, however, use Homelite Oils in
Homelite@ Chain Saws.

b) Acceptable Gasoline Products:
We recommend that clean, fresh regular grade
automotive gasoline, either leaded or unleaded, be
used in Homelite engines. Automotive "High Test"
premium- grade can be used when regular gasoline
is not available.

3. Unacceptable Fuel lngredients:
a) Any f uel made from untreated gasoline on hand for

more than three months should not be used. How-
ever, treating iresh gasoline fuel supplies with
STA-BIL, . an anti-oxidant type fuel stabilizer, can
extend the life of fuel beyond this three month limit.
Use according tc directions on the STA-BIL can.
STA BIL is a product of Knox Laboratories,
Chicago, lllinois 6061 6.

b) Avoid use of multi-grade oil products such as
10W-30. or any other oils formulated for 4-cycle or
water cooled engines.

c) Gasohol.(Collects water, corrodes tank and engine.)
4. How to M ix Fuel Thoroughly:

You can get a uniform f uel mixture only by mixing the
oil thoroughly with the gasoline. Measure out the re-
quired amounts of gasoline and oil accurately. Pour
about half of the gasoline into the mixing can (never
directly into the saw tank). Pour in the entire measure
of oil. Agitate contents briskly by shaking or by stirring
with a clean paddle. Pour in the remainder of the gas-
oline. Now agitate until sure of a uniform mixture.

. Leaded premium high-test may shorten spark plug lif e.

ffiitir ,Y'$d3l$** jii: ,,,.,,..,,.HOW TO START, STOPAND HOLD
THE SAW CORRECTLY
PROPER GRIP AND HOLD ON SAW

DURING OPERATION
1. Wear non-slip gloves for maximum grip and protection.

Using the proper grip, hold onto the saw firmly with
both hands when the engine is running.

2. Always hold the saw with your left hand on the front
handlebar, and your right hand on the throtile control
handle. The grip maintained on the handlebar with
your left hand is of utmost importance. The only grip
with which you can maintain control of the saw in the
event it should jerk or kick back toward you is the one
(illustrated) where you wrap your fingers arouncj the
handlebar, keeping the handlebar diameter in the web-
bing between your index finger and thumb.

3. Your right hand wraps naturally around the throttle
control handle in the correct manner described in Step
2. You have the option of usrng either trigger of the



Twin Trigger@ dual control system. The front trigger
should be depressed to control the throttle whrle you
are starting the saw. The rear trigger is usually the one
chosen for cutting, as it gives you more leverage.

4. During starting, hold the saw down firmly on a level
surface with the bar and chain in the clear. Never strad-
dle the guide bar or lean across the saw. As illustrated,
put your left knee snugly against the engine just be-
hind the front handlebar to help steady the saw. Grip
the throttle control handle and depress the front trigger
with your left hand. Pull the starter rope with your
right hand.

5. Always keep your weight wel! balanced on both feet
when cutting. Since you will be exerting moderate
pressure to cut, guard against loss of balance by being
ready to hold up on the saw as it cuts through the ma-
terial. However, throttle up to full speed before letting
the chain contact the wood. AND do not throt|e down
before the cut has been completed. Never cut at part
throttle, because the clutch is not f ully engaged at in-
termediate speeds and will slip and burn. A.s soon as
the cutting load is removed, you should release the
throttle trigger to slow the engine back to idle speed.
Letting ah unloaded engine race is harmful to it.

STARTING AND STOPPING

1. Flip the ignition to the "RUN" position.

,':l'Slr:LLiS:rAnf ER',::.r'
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OPERATOR'S
BODY

ENTIRELY TO
LEFT OF

PLANE OF
CHAIN

ROTATION
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EYE PROTECTION

ELBOW AS
STRAIGHT
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NON.SLIP

FOOTWEAR

NO PANTS
CUFFS TO

NON.SLIP g

GLOVES \{

FULL CHOKE

HALF CHOKE

=-- OPEN CHOKE
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2. Push the choke lever all the way up (for a richer mixture
required for a cold engine).

3. Hold the saw down and open the throtfle per previous
instructions beginning on page B.

4. Pull the starter rope out a short way until you feel the
starter engage. Then pull rope briskly to give a fast
cranking spin. (Do not pull rope to the very end or you
may damage the starter.) Hold onto the grip during re-
winding so the rope will not snap back and be-
come frayed.

5. Crank until the engine f ires. Normally, an engine that
has not been run for some time r.equires three to five
pulls just to prime with fuel before it can fire. On the
other hand, a recenily run engine will usually start up
on the first or second pull. However, in cold weather,
initial priming willtake more pulls because an extreme-
ly rich mixture is needed.

6. A cold engine will often fire (go pop ..pop ..pop) and
then stop. This is enough to warm it so that you should
push the choke lever halfway down belore continuing
to crank.

7. When the engine starts, keep it running at half-choke to
warm it Lip, but f lip the choke lever all the way down be-
fore it gets so much fuel that it stalls out. Note: Any
engine which has fired several times at f utt choke will
start at half choke.

8. Now you are ready to operate. Grasp the throttle han-
dle with your right hand so that you can use one

finger on the trigger to hold the throtfle open. Grasp
the front handlebar with your left hand. (Use correct
grip-see page 8.) Let the englne idle. pick up the
1aw and position yourself for cutting.

9 Flip the switch to "STOp" position to stop the engine.
10. To restartawarm engine (oranyenginewhich hasiired

a few times) crank at half choke. After short shut_
downs, the engine may be warm enough to be restarted
without choking and with the throtile control at
idle setting.

1 1 Choking a warm engine may be necessary after an en-
gine has been in the hot sun or in a car trunk, or has
been shut down for f ive to ten minutes after being run.
These things cause vapor to form in the carbureior. lt
can be cleaned out and the saw started as follows:
Crank alternately at f ull choke and half choke until the
engine f ires. Then run at half choke when engine starts.
Allow no more than 30 seconds before ofening the
choke f ully. lf required, repeat above sequence until
engine clears itself and runs properly.

E&SF*RY&PdT:
#he;: :#,+sr are ihr**ph r.r*ing trhe saw, re!ieve tamk pr+s-
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WORK AREA PRECAUTIONS
Cut only wood or materials made from wood, no sheet
metal, no plastics, no masonry, no non-wood building
materials

Do not allow children to operate your saw. EVER. Allow no
person to use this chain saw who has not read this
Owner's Manualor received adequate instructions forthe
safe and proper use of this chain saw.

KEEP BYSTANDERS A SAFE
OISTANCE FROM THE CUTTING AREA

Everyone-helpers. bystanders. children and animals,
and other operators-must be kept a saf e distance f rom
the cutting area. During felling operations. the safe dts-
tance should be at least twice the height of the largest
trees in the felling area. During bucking operations, space
buckers and iimbers adequately so they cannot interfere
with each other. Only one person should be working on
a tree.

OPERATOR HAS POOR
CONTROL OF SAW IF HE
OVERREACHES OR CUTS
ABOVE CHEST HEIGHT.

STAND ON UPHILL SIDE
WHEN CUTTING
BECAUSE LOG MAY ROLL.

During bucking operations always cut f rom the uphill side
so that the cut-off section of the log willnot rolloveryou.
You can be pulled off balance if you have your weight all
on one leg, so be sure to stand with both feet on solid
ground. Make sure that cut-off wood will not f all on your
toes or on your head. Do not cut straight overhead forthis

reason ln fact. we advise limiting your cutting to chest
height, because a saw held higher than this is diff icult to
contro agarnst k ckback forces. Limbing from off-the-
ground posrtions. such as in trees or f rom ladders, is ex-
tremely da'qerous Ladders can slip-you can fall. Unless
you have had specif c training in cutting aio{t, leave cut-
ting aloft to expelenced tree men. r$

LEAVE SOME SUPPORTING BRANCHES UNCUT.
AFTER YOU HAVE BUCKED UP THE LOG SECTIONS
YOU CAN CUT OFF THESE LAST FEW LIMBS

ln areas near roadways or power lines, do notoperate un-
til you have permission f rom the authorittes. When work-
ing near roads, you must post f lagmen to controltraff ic. lf
you accidentally knock down a power line or discover one
that rs down, DO NOT GO NEAR lT, but notify the power
company as soon as you are able. A downed power line ts
a good illustration of why woodsmen should pair up and
always keep within calling distance of one another. ln the
event of trouble such as this, one man can stand guard
while the other summons help

DONT GO NEAR OOWNED POWER LINES.
SEND SOMEONE TO NOTIFY THE POWER
COMPANY. STAND BY TO WARN OTHERS
TO KEEP CLEAR.

KEEP WITHIN CALLING
DISTANCE OF OTHERS IN
CASE HELP IS NEEDED,

CUTTING ALOFT OR FROM
LADDERS IS EXTREMELY
OANGEROUS.

WHEN LIMBING. STANDING WITH THE
LOG BETWEEN YOU AND THE WORK
OFFERS MAXIMUM SAFEW.

SAFE DISTANCE FOB
SPACING WORKERS IS
TWICE THE HEIGHT
OF THE TALLEST TREES.

USE WEDGE
TO HOLD

- cUT OPENvd\,r-*
,:i,:l:l:;
:?):4
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When the diameter of the wood is large enough for a
wedge to be inserted in the cut behind the saw chain, use a
wedge to hold the cut open when there is a danger of pin-
ching the saw blade. When felling large trees, wedges
should also be used to control the fall. Never use hard
metal wedges which could damage the saw chain.

Clear your working area of all materials likely to trip you,
snag the saw, catch fire from the hot sxhaust, or block
your safe retreat from a falling tree.

Before cutting limbs or felling trees, inspecttheareato be
sure the wood will not strike buried pipelines or damage
property.

HANDLING AND SECURING THE SAW

ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE SECURED
IN VEHICLES WITH STRAPPING OR
TIE.DOWNS. PERSONNEL SHOULO NOT
BE TRANSPORTED IN THE SAME
COMPARTMENT AS EOUIPMENT AND
FUEL SUPPLIES.

lnspect your saw every day before use. Keep the fuel cap,
oil cap and air filter cover on tightly. Check condition of
the f uel line, spark plug and spark plug wire. DO NOT OP-
ERATE IF THE ENGINE BACKFIRES OR THE SAW
LEAKS FUEL. Have your saw serviced by an authorized
serviceman. Be sureto keep yoursaw chain in propercon-
dition on the saw. Remember that a dull or loose chain
snags more easily than a sharp, snug chain. Touch up the
chain after two hours of steady cutting and sharpen it
thoroughly after 8-10 hours of use. (See Chain and Bar
Maintenance in Section 5.) lf chain is damaged by abra-
sives or hits a stone or nail, put on a spare chain immedi-
ately and have the damaged chain repaired and
sharpened.
lf there is anything wrong with the saw have it f ixed before
further operation. The idle speed adjustment should be
maintained so that the chain stops moving after the en-
gine is brought back to idle. Adlust the idle speed when-
ever necessary (see Section 5).

NOTE: Do not disassemble the rotor (flywheel). Special
techniques are required (on a dealer leve!) lor
sale removal and installation ol the rotor.

Always use a muffler on your saw and keep it in good re-
pair. A faulty muffler (or open exhaust) can cause hearing
damage and is also a tire hazard. Be sure to use a spark
arrestor on your muffler under dry woods conditions, and
always when required by the law or local authorities. ln
some states, a spark arrestor is required by law and it is
the operator's legal responsibility to see that it is in good
condition at all times. Check the mufller and spark ar,-
restor at regular intervals. Carefull Never touch a hot
muffler.

HOT ENGINE
EXHAUST PARTICLES

\

e-4

ONLY SMALL, OUICK.COOLING
PARTICLES CAN GET PAST
THE SCREEN.

A SPARK ARRESTOR IS ONLY ABOUT
9OO/O EFFICIENT IN PREVENTING FIRES.
LOCAL AUTHORIT!ES MAY CLOSE THE
FOREST DURING EXTREMELY DRY PERIODS.

UNUSUALLY HAZARDOUS
CONDITIONS
Do not fell trees or go underneath them during periods of
high wind or heavy precipitaion. Take no chances during
periods of extreme hazard. You can wait to do your cutting
after the hazard has ended.

Do not use saws to cut down trees having an extreme lean
or large trees that have rotten limbs, loose bark, or hollow
trunks. Have these trees pushed or dragged down with
power equipment. Then you can cul them up.

Work only when visibility and light are adequate for you to
see perfectly what you are doing.

SPARK ARRESTOR
SCREEN

a

D
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TECHNIQUES OF CUTTING
When you are going to cut wood-DA ff RIGHI !

r@effiffir;g;e*@*:w

BUCKING, LIMBING AND PRUNING
TECHNIQUES
For your f irst cutting experience, set up a small log so that
one end is off the ground. Practiceyouroverbucking tech-
nique by cutting f irewood length sections off the raised
end. (See illustration.)

Position yourself and the saw for cutting. Hold the saw
near the log and throttle up to f ullspeed just before let-
ting the chain touch the wood. Then exert moderate
feed pressure to help the chain cut the wood. The chain
must always be running at f ullthrottle speed when it is
contacting the wood, or you will burn out the clutch.
lf desired you can pivot the saw blade back and forth
during cutting. This often helps to speed up the cutting
a bit.

PIVOT ACTION MAY BE USED
IN CUTTING

3. You will notice a slight amount of pull reaction during
cutting. So be ready for the moment the saw breaks
through the wood and pullceases. You must be ready
to stop pushing down on the saw and hold the saw nose
up. The moment the chain breaks clear, release the
throttle trigger so the engtne will not overspeed.

UNDERBUCK

4. When you have mastered the overbucking technique,
try underbucking to see what it feels like.

Place the saw blade under the log. Throttle up and ex-
ert upward pressure to cut clear through. Now you are
ready to learn when to overbuck and when to under-
buck in order to avoid pinching the chain in the wood.

CUTTING VARIATIONS ACCORDING
TO THE STRESS FACTORS

When the piece to be cut rs supported on the ends, but not
along the point where you want to cut, it will bend as you
make your cut. lf you are overbucking a log that will bend
downward at the c!t. your saw will be pinched if you cut
more than 1,/3 the log diameter. So overbuck 1/3, then re-
move the saw and f inish with an underbucking cut f rom
the bottom of the log This 1/3-2l3 cutting technique helps
to avoid pinching of the saw and splitting of wood that is
under stress. With small diameterwood, you can makethe
whole cut by underbucking as long as you don't care if the
wood splits The reverse of the above rstruewhen the lie is
such that the log will bend upward at the cut. ln this case,
underbuck 1, 3 through, and then overbuck so that the cut
will open up instead of closing on the saw blade.

Sometimes it is impossible to avoid pinching (with Just
standard cutting techniques) or difiicult to predict which
way a log will bend when cut. You can do this to prevent
pinching: lf the wood diameter is large enough for you to
insert a soft buck ng wedge without touching the chain,
you should use the wedge to hold the cut open. Some-
times a pocket in the ground will allow the cut section of
log to settle, resulting in a pinch. The wedge is also usef ul
here, but in this case you can cut on a slight angle (as illus-
trated) so that any settling of the log will result in increas-
ing the gap between the cut log sections.

SAW BLADE PINCHED

FINISHING

1 st CUT
1/3 dia.

lstCUTl/3dia.

FINISHING CUT

WEDGE INSERTED TO
HOLD CUT OPEN

OVERBUCK

12



IF CUT-OFF SECTION IS
LIKELY TO SETTLE AND EIND
AGAINST CHAIN, BUCK ON
ANGLE SO CUT OPENS UP

When pruning shade trees it is important not to make the
f lush cut next to the main limb or trunk untilyou have lop-
ped oft the limb {urther out to reduce the weight. This pre-
vents stripping the bark from the main member. Unless
the branch to be pruned is supported by another branch.
the stress will be downward (see illustration). Underbuck
the branch 1/3 through, then overbuck to drop the branch
off. Now make your finishing cut smoothly and neatly
against the main member so the bark will grow back to
seal the wound.

WHEN BRANCHES ARE TRIMMED NEATLY
FLUSH WITH THE TRUNK. THE BARK CAN
GBOW BACK TO SEAL THE WOUND

SPRINGPOLES
A springpole is any log or branch or sapling which is bent
under tension by other wood so that it willspring back if
the wood holding it is cut or removed. Watch out for
springpoles. They are potentially dangerous.

THIS IS A SPRINGPOLE BENT
DOWN UNOER HIGH STRESS,

tsORING WITH THE NOSE SECTION
K!CKBACK BANGER

There is a great possibility that the saw will kick back
during the start ol the boring cut.

Boring should be attempted only by experienced oper-
ators because it requires extreme care and attentton to
proper technrque. Do not bore unless there is no other
way to make a cut. Boring is usually resorted to in orderto
avoid an obstacle or when it is necessary to make blind
holes such as cut-outs for log cabin windows. The
SAFE.T.TIPo anti-kickback device must be removed f or
a boring cut. Boring increases the chance of kickback and
also wears the chain and bar at an accelerated rate.

Study the panel illustraiing a boring operation. As shown,
the danger will be minimized if you can make f irst contact
on the underside of the bar as far back from the bar nose
as you can get. Then cut downward into the wood until the
tip is buried in the cut. Graduaily bring the saw level, then
bore through the wood to the f ull length of the blade. Now
you can cut either upward or downward through the wood
as shown in the panel.

1

MAKE FIRST
CONTACT ON
LOWER
OUADBANT

CUT DOWNWARD
TO BURY NOSE
OF SAW IN THE
WOOD AND ALIGN
SAW FOR THE BORE

J
GRADUALLY SHIFT
PRESSURE
FORWARD TO
BORE STRAIGHT IN

4
CUT UPWARD OR
DOWNWARD AS
REOUIRET)

13



TREE FELLING TECHNIQUES
tr#*&.ds{r.q5Bdfi iilFiiH*&;si$$*d*;il$ri;ffi#.ffilql$q{is$iiiffdii_{# ff&;

2.

1. Pick your escape route (or routes in case the intended
route is blocked). Clean the immediate area around the
tree, and make sure there are no obstructions in your
planned path of retreat.

Consider the factors of wind directron and velocity, the
natural lean and the balance of the tree, and the loca-
tion of large limbs. These things inf luence the direction
in which the tree will fall. Do not try to fell a tree along a
line different from its natural line of fall until you have
had considerable experience in felling trees which pre-
sent no problem as to where they will fall.
Take into consideration whether the trunk is sound or
so roited inside as to snap and crash while being cut.
Also look for broken or dead branches (widow makers)
AND don't go below any widow makers.
ln tight situations where a mistake in the direction of
fall could ruin other trees or destroy property, attach a

tether line to the tree as illustrated.

HELPING TREE TO FALL
IN DIRECTION PLANNED

DIRECTION OF FALL

5. lf the tree is not badly out of balance, cut a notch about
1/3 the diameter of the trunk. This notch whether stan-
dard or "Humboldt" is made in the side the tree is to fall.
And the cuts of the notch are made so they intersect at
a right angle to the line of fall. This notch should be
cleaned out to leave a straight line. To keep the weight
of the wood off the saw always make the lower cut of
the notch before the upper cut. We illustrate a common
notch made with a horizontal cut and an angular cut
above it. A "Humboldt" notch. with the horizontalnotch
on top, is made when trees are to be cut ior saw log
processi ng.

UNCUT
HINGEWOOD

FIRST CUT

COMMON NOTCH HUMBOLDT NOTCH

The backcut is always made level and horizontal and at
a minimum of 2 inches (51mm) above the horizontalcut
of the notch. As a guide to placing the back cut above
the notch, f igu re 1 0% of the face diameter as the proper
height. Be very careful to make a level back cut, as a
slanted back cut can cause the tree to split or "barber
charr" lsee illustration).
Yau must never cut through to the notch. Always leave
a band of wood uncut between the notch and back cut.
This is called "hinge' or "hingewood." lt controls the
fall of the tree and prevents slipping or twisting or
shoot-back of the tree of{ the stump. lf the tree starts
over in the wrong direction, or if the saw gets caught or
h un g up d u ri n g the fal l, leave the saw and save yourself !

otil
1o!

4.

MAKE BACKCUT 2'' OR MORE
ABOVE HOBIZONTAL CUT OF
NOTCH

FALL
HINGE HOLDS TREE
ON STUMP, CONTROLS

RETREAT ALONG
CLEARED PATH, BUT

WATCH THE ACTION IN
CASE SOMETHING
FALLS YOUR WAY

= 
MAKE NOTCH,
AND BACKCUT TO
FELL TREE IN
DIRECTION PLANNED

AS TREE STARTS TO FALL,
PUT OOWN SAW IMMEOIATELY

OPENING

NOTCH

14



On large d iameter trees, it is proper to stop the back cut
before it is deep enough for the tree to either f all or set-
tle back on the stump. Then, soft wooden or plastic
wedges (not hard metal) are inserted behind the saw so
they do not touch the chain. The wedges can be driven
in, little by little, to help iack the tree over.

WEDGE TNSERTED v----a
TO HOLD CUT OPEN /-

9. Trees larger than the saw can cut in one cut, can be
both notched and back-cut in a series of cuts, as illus-
trated. Start the notching cuts f rom one side and draw
the saw through to the other side of the notch. Start the
back cut on one side of the tree, pivoting the saw
through to form the desired hinge on that side.

Then remove and reverse the saw for the second cut.
I nsert the saw i n the fi rst cut, very carefu I ly so as not to
cause kickback, and cut back toward and around the
back of the trunk. Complete the back cut by cutting to-
wards the notch to complete the hinge section.

NOTE: lnsert your lelling wedges in the back cut. Re-
move the saw before tree is ready to lall and
drive the wedges in to lell the tree.

NORMAL SEQUENCE USED TO FELL VERY
LARGE TREES (UP TO TWICE BAR LENGTH
rN DTAMETER)

2nd CUT-REINSERT
SAW AND DRAW IT

AROUND THE BACK

FELLING
CUT_INSERT
FELLINGI weoces
BEHIND
BLADE.
CONTINUE TO
CUT FORWARD
TOWARD
NOTCH

DRIVE WEDGES
INTO BACK
CUT TO HELP
FORCE TREE
OVER. REMOVE
sAw

CHANGING THE
DIRECTION OF FALL
(from the natural line of fall)
1. Where you would leave a parallel hinge (hingewood of

equal thickness on both sides) the hinge is left thicker
on the side toward which you want the tree to swing
(away from the natural line of fall).

2. Place your wedges in the back cut between the back'
center and the narrow side of the hinge. Drive in the
wedges to force the tree over in the direction desired.

FELLING
wEDGES=

NATURAL LINE OF
FALL INDICATED

--+>BY LEAN ANO
BALANCE

FELLING LEANERS
This variation is designed to prevent splitting and "barber
chair" of leaners.
All standard felling techniques apply to leaning trees ex-
cept as follows:
1. Make the directional control face notch shallowerthan

usual.
2. Make shallow notches on both sides of the tree to cut

through the outer layer (sapwood).

3. Now make your back cut to leave a parallel hinge.

WHEN CUTTING LEANERS, AVOID
SPLITTING AND BARBER CHAIR BY
MAK]NG THE FACE NOTCH (1)
SHALLOWER THAN USUAL. THEN
MAKE SrDE NOTCHES (2 AND 3) TO
CUT THROUGH THE SAPWOOD
BEFORE STARTING THE BACK-
cuT (4).

-&*
SAPWOOD
NOTCH FACE

NOTCH

DOWNHILL

LEANER

AVOID BAR
CHAIR STUMP

/

SIDE NOTCH

BACKCUT

FACE NOTCH
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ffiffiffiWffiffiffi M*MAINTENANCE & ADJUSTMENT

DEPTH GAUGE

I

HOMELITE@ SAW CHAIN

LEFT HA
CUTTER

HAND CUTTER

RIVETS

THIS
DISTANCE

DIVIDED BY
2 IS THE

PITCH TIE.STRAP

Saw chain is identif ied by a number stamped on either its
tie-straps or its drive links. You may select any chain
stamped "375" or "37." Do not use chains of other number
series such as "25" or "38" as they will be of either the
wrong pitch for your sprocket, or the wrong conf iguration
for your saw. The original chain supplied with your saw
was either Type 37 Saw Chain or 375 Saw Chain.
The number of drive links forming the chain loop should
be 53 to fit the 14" bar. Whichever of these chains you
choose in replacement, be sure to use our sprocket and
drum assembly #A-70221-A which fits both types.

FILING EQUIPMENT
Purchase our assembly #DA-92617 which consists of a
file holder and a 5/32" (4mm) diameter "fast-cut" round
f ile (#92604). When about half to 5/8 of the tooth steel has
been filed away, you should switch lo a1/8" (3.2 mm)di-
ameter file (#92605). The 1/8" diameter file fits into the
same f ile holder. The reason for switching to a smaller di-
ameter file on "short-f iled" teeth is that they are reduced
in height due to their tapered top plate configuration.
You will also need a depth gauge tool (.020" or 0.5 mm,
#D-92630) and a flat file (#92609).

HOW TO FILE THE CUTTERS
lf you do not have a chain filing vise you can do a satis-
factory job "on the bar" if you tighten the chain tension
enough that the chain doesn't wobble. And, do all of your
filing at the mid-point of the bar. Wear gloves for protec-
tion. Be sure to file all cutters to the same length. This
must be done because of the taper of the teeth; if some
cutters are shorter than others only the longer cutters will
get a chance to cut. Also be caref ul to f ile allcutters to the
specified angles, as fast cutting can be obtained only
when all cutters are uniform. Each cutter then gets a
chance to cut.
1. Hold f ile against cutter face ata 35' angle. (lt is marked

on the holder.)
2. Keep the Iile level with the tooth top plate. Do not let f ile

drp or rock.
3. File in one direction only - towards f ront corner of the

tooth. Move file away on the return stroke.

ND

HOLD FILE LEVEL

LINE OF
EIIII
CHAIN TRAVEL

4. Use light but firm pressure, mosily towards back of
cutter. Avoid heavy downward pressure (which causes
a hook). The holder will keep lOo/o to2Oo/o of the file
diameter above the cutting edge lF yOU LET lT. This
will produce the desired hollow-ground, beveled
underedge automatically.

5. Put a few f irm strokes in every tooth, f iling all cutters on
one side, then those on the other side of the chain. Ro-
tate file in holder occasionally.

6. Examine your filing job in strong light. A sharp edge
will not reflect light and a dull edge will. However,
sharpening does not alone make a good cutting tooth.
An abraded tooth, for instance, may still not cut until
you have removed the worn or rounded off portion of
the steel so that the sharp cutting edge is the highest
part of the chain. ln other words; the edge and not the
f lat plate of the cutter has to contact the wood f irst (see
"Filing Out Skid-Nose Wear Pattern", page 17).

NOW EXAMINE YOUR FILING JOB-
HERE'S IVHAT YOU SHOULD GET:

2. Beveled under edge.

3. Side plaie 85" to line ot chain lravel.

KERF LINE

TANG OF
DBIVE LINK

Mw*wr-\

1. 35o top plate angle.

EDGE MUST BE HERE ON KEBF LINE

16

EDGE MUST NOT BE HERE



FILING OUT "SKID-NOSE"
WEAR PATTERN
"SKID-NOSE" describes the edge area of teeth which
have h it ha rd ob jects such as stones, nails, etc., or cut d irt,
sand, etc. The "skid-nose" rides the wood surface keeping
the sharp edges out of the wood. The f riction at the "skid-
nose" area overheats the cutter steel, and the chain gets
"soft". The only way to restore the chain to good condition
is to f ile away all of the skid-nose" steel. And, then to ad-
just all cutters to the same length. As this may be tedious
to do by hand-filing, consider having it done by your servi-
cing dealer on an electric grinder

HOW AND WHEN TO SET DEPTH GAUGE CLEARANCE

Every second or third time the teeth are sharpened, or if a
large amount of steel is removed f rom the cutters, the
depth gauge should be checked for correct depth. Use a
depth gauge tool and a f lat f ile. Fit the tool over the chain
so that the siotted end points towards the bar nose and the
depth gauge prolects up through the slot. File the depth
gauge f lush with the top of the tool. File allgauges to this
height. l{ the gauges are too high, the chain teeth will not
get a good bite. lf too low, theteeth will taketoo large a

bite, causing the chain to grab and jerk. lf some gauges
are higher than others, the chain willcut off line, favoring
the side having the lowest gauges.

CORRECTLY EDGED CUTTER
INTO THE WOOD.

BITES

SKID-NOSE OF ABRADED CUTTER
PREVENTS EDGE FROM CUTTING.

AFTER FILING WITH
JOINTER, GAUGE WILL
HAVE FLAT TOP

so...

USE A FLAT FILE
TO RECUFVE THE FRONT
SMOOTHLY

DO NOT NICK DRIVE LINK
WITH TI-IE FILE

REFILE ANY TEETH HAVING ONE

Forward Hook
Chain will grab and jerk.
Producing rough-cuttinE.
Caused by excessive
downward liling pressure,
or tip of file held too
low on looth.

Back Slope
Chain resists entering wood.
Scrapes instead ol culting.
Causes excessive heat and
wear to bar and chain. Caused
by lowering handle end of
lile or holding file too
high on tooth.

lmproper Top Plate
Angles
Blunt angle requires too
much teed pressure to cut.
Too sharp an angle causes
binding. Produces a rough
cul. robs power f rom saw,
and increases bar wear.
Caused by holding Iile at
wrong angle or letting it
drif t or rock during the stroke.

OR MORE OF THESE FAULTS

Cutters Filed
at Non-Matching
Angles or Lengths
Chain will nol cul al its
best. May cut oll line or
"run" to one side. Drag will
slow down engine. Caused
by letting liling angle or pressure
vary lrom tooth to tooth, or
filing one side of chain
dillerently from the other.

Thin Feathered Edges
When they almosl immediately
break off, you have a dull chain.
Usually lound on chain filed
with a hook (see "Forward
Hook"). Caused by pressing
down too hard on file.

Blunt Cutting Edges
Although edge is durable, it
won't cut properly. Scrapes
wood, robs power, and pro-
duces dust instead ol chips.
Caused by holding file too high
on face ol tooth.



REPLACING WORN CHAIN
AND SPROCKET

CHAIN WEAR PATTERN
ON SPROCKET TEETH

Sprockets and saw chains of the same nominal pitch nor-
mally stay in pitch with each other as they wear together.
When the saw chain is being replaced, however, a chain-
damaging mismatch may exist unless a new sprocket is
installed to match the chain. While changing the sprocket,
drum and bearing assembly, your servicing dealer will
also check the condition of the clutch plate for you.

GUIDE BAR
After each day o{ use, reverse the guide bar on the saw so
that the rails which were on the bottom will be on the top.
This distributes the wear for maximum bar life. The bar
should also be cleaned everyday of use and checked for
wear and damage.
Feathering or burring of the bar rails is a normal process
of bar wear. Such faults should be smoothed with a f ile or
stone as soon as they occur, because they slow down your
cutting. Also check that the bar rails are parallel (of equal
height). lf not, f ile or gri nd them parallel. Pi nched rails can
be opened by prying them apart carefully with a screw-
d river.
A new bar will be required if the following faults occur,
because the repair of your type and size bar would be
either impossible or uneconomical.

a) Wear inside the bar rails, called "hourglass" because
of its cross section shape - lt comes from too little chain
tension and permits the chain to flop over sideways.
b) Bent guide bar - lf only slightly bowed, the bar might

be rebent straight. But compound twists or sharp
bends call for replacement.

c) Cracked or broken rails.

d) Spread rails - Peening will not satisfactorily close the
rails of the laminated bar.

WEAR PATTERNS lN GUIDE BAR GROOVE AND BAR RAILST

lf the nose sprocket fails and the rest of the bar is in good
condition, your servicing dealer can install a new nose
sprocket assembly in your old bar.
The original grease plus oil that comes off the chain may
be enough to keep the nose sprocket lubricated. However,
it is advisable to change the grease, f rom time to time, to
remove the old grease which may be packed with sawdust
and dirt. Homelite dealers sell a grease-packed needle
nose lube gun (as part #D-92680) for sprocket nose bars.
You can also use needle nose lube gun (#24258-1 ) with

BAR NOSE S}{OULD ST|LL BE WARM
WHEN NOSE IS LUBRICATEE

NEEDLE NOSE GREASE GUN

LUBE HOLE

Homelite@ All-Temp Multi-purpose Grease (#17193) or
a good quality lithium base grease. The bar nose should
always be warm (f rom recent operation) when the grease
is changed. lf the old grease is cold and hard, it cannot be
pumped out. A small lube hole is provided on each side
the bar near the nose. Pump grease through one of these
Iube holes until the dirty grease is forced out and fresh
grease appears.
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MAINTENANCE OF TANKS AND
PICK.UPS

The regular maintenance period is yearly or every 50
operating hours. However, trouble can result at any
time f rom dirt, sawdust, moisture, or stale fuel.
To remove the pick-up f rom either the chain oil or the
f uel tank, remove cap. (Slowly-Let pressure equalize.)
Hook the pick-up line with a piece of clean wire. Draw
the line and pick-up out through the f iller hole. Remove
the pick-up f rom the line.
Change the chain oil pick-up. Or clean it by picking or
blowing the wire mesh clear.
Pull the felt sleeve ofJ the f uel pick-up body. (The felt is

not cleanab e). lnstall a new sleeve on the metal body
and push the pick-up onto the lne.

Drop assembled c ean pick-up back into the tank.
A leaking or clogged oil pick-up causes insufficient
oiling. Symptoms of fuel starvatron (engine lacks
power and f alters on a cutttng load) require checking.
A fuel check can be made by your servicing dealer.
However. you can make these checks for yourself:
a) Loosen fuel cap just enough to leak air. lf this re-

stores perf ormance to the saw, have the tank vent
changed (this vent valve is just inside neck of tank).

b) Check for split ends, kinks, cracks and deteriora-
tion of f uel pick-up li ne al I the way to the carburetor.
Note: Peroxides in stale fuel attack rubber fuel
lines. We recommend use of f resh, treated f uel (see
page 9).

3.

4.

5

6.
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AIR FILTER MAINTENANCE

The spongy elemeni removes dirt from the air. When it
clogs up, the saw will smoke excessively and lose power.
The filter should be changed when dirty, but in an emer-
gency, can be cleaned in detergent and water or a clean-
ing solvent and allowed to dry. The normal life expec-
tancy of the element is .10 to 15 hours of operation. How-
ever, extremely dirty operating conditions may cause the
filter to clog in four or f ive hours. You should keep some
spares on hand for quick-changing.

USE SLOT TO

PUT BOTTOM TAB OVER STARTER
CASTING, THEN SNAP INTO PLACE

To lnspect and Clean or Change
the Air Filter
1. Refer to the illustrations. Use the slot at the top of the

black plastic filter cover to pry off the cover.
2. Clean the area around the f ilter before removing f ilter.
3. Fit clean filter in place carefully.
4. Before operating, reinstall plastic cover as follows:

Start cover on by putting choke lever through the slot
and placing tabbed bottom and rear edges into posi-
tion. Press cover into place. WARNING: Never run the
engine without the filter.

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT

SLOWER

IDLE SPEED
ADJUSTING
SCREW

FUEL
MIXTURE FASTER
ADJUSTING
NEEDLE

The carburetor has a factory-calibrated system for high
speed performance. lt requires no adjustment either for
operating at high speed or f or starting at f ull throttle. From
time to time, adjustment may be required to achieve
smooth idling at which the chain does not rotate; orfor re-
starting at idle throttle; or if the engine cannot accelerate.
Always change or clean the air f ilter before making a car-
buretor adjustment. Also be sure the chain tension is
properly set.
Do not expect a cold engine to start right up when cranked
at idle throttle. Start at full throttle (trigger depressed).
Warm the engine f ully by making a few cuts with the saw.
1. lf the saw will not idle, make the following settings,

then restart the engine:
a) Turn fuel mixture adjustingneedleslowlyclockwise

to gently close it against its seat. Open up 1 1/4
tu rns.

b) Turn lhe idle speed adjusting screw clockwise 1/2
turn f rom its present setting. lf the saw does not idle,
repeat 1/2 lurn at a time until saw can run at idle.

2. f urn fuel mixture adjusting needle in one direction,
then the other. Leave it set where the engine idles the
fastest.

3. lf this speed is so fast that the chain rotates rapidly, or
takes too long to stop rotating after the engine is throt-
tled back to idle, turn the idle speed screw counter-
clockwise until the chain stops turning. Accelerate and

decelerate several times until sure that the chain stops
turning. (But do not adjust for a slower setting than
th is) .

4. For fine tuning, steps 2 and 3 may be repeated until
you have the best mixture at the correct speed.

WARNING
Do not operate il the chain turns at idle speed. Have the
clutch checked il the idle speed cannot be adiusted lor a
stable idle.

Carburetors of saws which bear this circular sticker
have had the standard circuit plate replaced with a
high altitude plate for optimum performance at high
altitudes.

WARNING:
At low altitudes ihis modilication will cause lean
operation and overheating. DO NOT OPERATE
SAW BELOW 5OOO FEET UNLESS CARBURETOR
CONTAINS THE STANDARD PLATE. ll changing
back to standard plate, remove the high altitude
sticker lrom the saw.
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STARTER REPAIRS

NOTE
SPRING-LOADED
STARTER PAWLS

HOLD ONTO
LOOP, WIND
PULLEY IN
DIRECTION
OF ARHOW

,i\
PULLEY NOTCH

INCREASING STARTER
REWIND TENSION

The starter has few parts and can be disassembled and re-
paired under field emergency conditions as when the
rope breaks.
1. Remove the guide bar and chain.
2. Remove the screw through the top of the handlebar

and the four screws through the starter/fan housing
to theengine housing. Liftthestarter/fan housing and
the handlebar off the engine. Remove the plastic air
filter cover.

3. TOO ADD MORESPRINGTENSION: lf thegripdoes
not rewind all the way to the housing and stay in place,
it may need another turn of tension. Note the rounded
notch in the edge of the pulley. Pull out the grip about
one foot and hold the pulley from rewinding. Turn the
pulley to locate the notch at the rope entry hole in the
housing. Hook up a loop of rope between the housing
and the pulley. Grasp the loop and wind one turn ten-
sion (or more if necessary) in a clockwise direction.
Hold pulley from turning. Pull the rope back out
through the hole.

4. To replace starter rope or repair starter spring: Un-
screw the starter screw and remove the flat washer.

WARNING
Put on salety glasses dnd gloves belore removing the
pulley.
5. Grasp the toothed pulley hub and pullthe pulley out o{

position about a half-inch or the width of your f inger.
Using a thin bladed screwdriver, insert it between the
pulley and the housing to free the pulley from the
spring. Push the spring coils into the housing.

CAUTION
lf you lift the pulley too lar out belore detaching the spring,
the coils may lly apart. They are relatively dillicult to
rewind. Coils which are to be scrapped should be uncoiled
belore being discarded.
6. Replace the recoil spring if broken or bent.
7. Various types of starter spring assemblies may be en:

countered. All types are to be installed so that the out-
er spring loop engages the post in the recess of the
starter housing. The type of spring which is coiled

LIFT PULLEY 1/2 INCH.
MAKE SURE SPRING IS DETACHED
FROM PULLEY. PUSH SPRING COILS
DOWN INTO HOUSING. LIFT OFF
THE PULLEY.

SPRING
LOOP

d e.i
-,7* -\ 

FLAT*ASHER
WASHER FACED
SL. HEX HD. SCREW

(BANDED rYPE SPRTNG tS SHOWN)

in its own retainer goes open-side-towards-starter
housing. lntegrally banded springs should be placed
(as illustrated) and the coils pushed into the housing.
The unretained and unbanded type should have the
outer loop hooked to the post and then be wound into
the housing a coil at a time. Be very careful not to let
the coils fly apart. They should be tied or taped to-
gether while out of the housing.
Clean the pulley post and the pulley.
To replace the rope cut old rope and remove it. Push
new rope through rope hole and draw the end out
through the pulley slot. Tie a simple knot tightly in the
other end. Coat it with acetone type cement to set the
knot and trim the rope neatly up to the knot. When dry,
pull the rope to draw the knot through the hole. Run
the rope through the hole in the housing, thread the
starter grip onto the rope and knot this end. Draw the
knot into the grip.

10. Grease the pulley post lightly (not too much grease)
and drop the pulley into place over the post. Pull rope
out to the end to straighten it, then wind pulley coun-
terclockwise to wind rope onto it.

.l 1. Test for spring engagement by pulling rope out and
letting it rewind. lf it does not rewind all the way, pull
rope out and hold pulley f rom turning. Pull up a loop
of rope between housing and pulley (use the notch)
and wind 1 turn extra tension onto the pulley by hold-
ing rope and using it to turn the pulley clockwise.
Hold pulley from turning, and pull rope out until it
runs straight through the housing hole onto the
pulley. Let pulley rewind. lf grip does not rewind up
to the housing, repeatthis procedureto add one more
turn at a time until grip draws into place against the
housing.

12. Secure pulley with the flat washer and screw. Press
the housing lightly against the rotor while pulling the
starter rope a short distance and letting it rewind un-
til the housing clicks f lush against the engine cover.
You may then safely secure it with the four screws
previously removed. Fasten the handlebar to the en-
gine cover with one screw at the top.

8.

9.
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SPARK PLUG, GOOLING
AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

EYERY 50 HOURS OF OPERATION:

STARTER AND MUFFLER SHOULD BE REMOVED,
AIR COOLING PASSAGES AND CYLINDER
COOLING FINS SHOULD BE CLEANED.

It
FIRST MAKE
PLUG
FINGERTHEN

TIGHTEN
TAPERED SEAT
SPARK PLUG
1/16 TURN

.{rt

SPARK PLUG I EXHAUST PORT DOES NOT
USUALLY REOUIRE CLEANING

SPABK PLUG .
BOOT \

1. The fan blows air between the cylinder fins where it
takes on engine heat and then blows out past the muf-
f ler. This is how the engine is cooled. Do not let leaves
and sawdust build up either at the air intake openings
in the starter housing or around the muff ler.

2. Occasionally, (perhaps every 50 operating hours) the
muff ler and starter assemblies should be removed fora
thorough cleaning of the cooling air passage, includ-
ing the slots formed by the cylinder f rns.

3. The engine as a miniature, self-sealing tapered seat
type Champion #DJ-7J spark plug. Whenever there is
trouble starting the engine, always immediately re-
place it with a new DJ-7J plug (or its equivalent of the
same type and heat range). Leave the new plug in the
saw at least until you have found the trouble and gotten
the saw started.

4. When installing the tapered seat type spark plug in this
engine, you must get a gas-tight seal without over-
tightening the plug. To do this, first make the plug
finger tight and then use the spark plug wrench to
tighten 1/'16 turn more.

5. The most frequent cause of ignition trouble is spark
plug fouling. This can be due to a build-up of hard
engine deposits, but is often due to soft deposits or
merely wetness caused by a) flooding, b) improper
fuel of some nature, c) wrong adjustment of the
carburetor idle mixture or prolonged idling of the
engine, and d) wrong spark plug gap setting.

NOTE
Cleaning by hand-brushing or hydro-honing lollowed by
a rinse in solvent is recommended. Power-brushing or
sandblasting are not recommended, as these methods
drive into the plug harmlul particles which cannot be re-
moved with solvenl.

MUFFLER

Fouled plugs often can be restored, first by cleaning
and then by resetting the f iring gap.
The metal electrodes should be filed or scraped down
to the bare metal, then gapped to .025" (0.63mm) by
bending the side electrode toward the centerelectrode.

/
MUFFLER BOOY

LONG SPACER

SPARK ARRESTOR

SHORT SPACER

MUFFLER C^P/
/

SCREW

rv
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TAI]ITEilA]{CE GHART

JOB
Daily
Chec\f

Every
5 Hours

Operation

Every
15 Hours
Operation

Every
50 Hours
Operation

1. EXAMINE AND CLEAN EXTERIOR OF SAW V ^{
2. SHARPEN CHAIN Y,r
3. REVERSE GUIDE BAR TOP FOR BOTTOM ON SAW Y/
4. CHECK SCREIIYS, TIGHTEN LOOSE FASTENERS J

5. CLEAN GUIDE BAR, MOUNTING PAD AREA,
AND OlL DISCHARGE HOLE fr

6. CHECK AIR FILTER Ytt
7. LO\A/ER CHAIN DEPTH GAUGES s jr

8. CHECK FUEL FILTER w f
9. CLEAN SPARK PLUG AND GAp TO .02S" (0.63mm) Tsr

10. DISASSEMBLE MUFFLER, AND CLEAN MUFFLER
AND CYLINDER EXHAUST PORT. {*

11. CLEAN CYLINDER FINS, AIR INTAKE AND
ENGINE COOLING PASSAGEU'AYS. {

NOTE: Figure that each hour of operating time requires 4 tankfuls of fuel

MARK ONE SQUARE
EACH REFILLING.
3 SQUARES : ABOUT 1

HOUR OPERATING TIME

60
90
120
150
180
2'to
240
270
300
330

STORING YOUR SAW
Chemicals and moisture in the atmosphere will attack an
unprotected saw. Remove the chain and store in a con-
tainer of oil. Clean the guide bar and wrap it in oiled paper
or an oily rag. Add a fuel stabilizer, such as STA-BILo , to
f uel according to directions on the stabilizer can. Fill fuel
tank to the top. Run engine for a few seconds on this mix-
ture and stop engine by pushing the choke lever all the
way up (instead of using the switch). Disconnect spark
plug wire so engine cannot be started accidentally. Apply
auto wax to painted exterior surfaces of the engine. Store
engine and bar in a cool dry place, away from garden
chemicals, fertilizers and de-icing salts. NOTE: !f fuel
stabilizer is not available, or the saw must be stored in an
area constituting a fire hazard, the fuel tank must be com-
pletely emptied of fuel prior to storage.
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FILL IN THIS INFORMATION FOR YOUR RECORD

MODEL NO.

UT NO.

SERIAL NO.

DATE OF PURCHASE

NAME OF DEALER

ADDRESS

INVOICE NO.
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